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post-puberty experienced by the parents.
Thus interesting exceptions, where
adaptive explanations could be
contemplated, would be those which
failed to agree with this null. Another
consequence of the model will be that
(provided we have enough life history data
for the relevant species) the ‘generation
time effect’, where short-lived species
tend to have higher rates of molecular
evolution, can be re-examined in a more
detailed and predictive way.
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Our perception is strongly influenced by our experience of past stimuli and choices. A new study suggests
that our attention is selectively deployed to those aspects of the sensory evidence which are consistent
with our previous decisions, thus introducing a confirmation bias.
Back in 1620, Francis Bacon noted that
‘‘The human understanding when it has
once adopted an opinion draws all things
else to support and agree with it’’.
Although an unbiased assessment of the
evidence lies at the core of the scientific
method, it has long been suspected that it
could be nothing more than a chimera: the
mere act of opting for one hypothesis
versus another may introduce choiceinduced changes in the way we perceive
the evidence. In particular, as pointed out
by Bacon, subjects tend to neglect data
that challenge their former conclusion.
Understanding this so-called
confirmation bias might not only help us to
evaluate our experiments more

objectively, but may reveal fundamental
aspects of how the brain processes
sensory information to yield congruent
percepts. Although there is ample
evidence for the existence of confirmation
biases at different cognitive levels [1], the
underlying neural mechanisms have been
elusive. A new study by Talluri, Urai and
colleagues [2], reported in this issue of
Current Biology, shows that categorical
decisions bias the acquisition of new
evidence by overweighting the evidence
consistent with the decision and
underweighting the inconsistent one, akin
to the mechanism of selective attention.
The amount of available sensory
information in our environment greatly

exceeds the limited processing capacity
of our brains. It is for this reason that we
are forced to choose which information
we deem relevant to be scrutinized at any
given moment and which one may not be
so important. Selective attention is the
way our brain controls this spotlight that
targets certain aspects of the available
information while neglecting others [3].
Visual attention can be directed to a
particular part of the visual field, but also
to certain values of a specific feature
(what is termed feature-based attention
[4]). When looking for your kid in a
crowded beach, for instance, focusing
your attention on the color of her
swimming suit may help to find her
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Figure 1. Confirmation bias induced by a choice-consistent deployment of feature-based
attention.
(A) In Talluri et al. [2] subjects first viewed the random dot stimulus 1 and reported whether the direction of
motion f1 was tilted clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) with respect to a reference line (solid
white line). After subjects reported their CW versus CCW choice, in 50% of the trials a second stimulus
was presented with direction f2 drawn independently of f1 (dashed line showing the direction f2 was
not displayed). After stimulus 2, subjects had to report their estimate of the average direction of both
stimuli Avg(f1,f2) (red line). Stimulus 2 had greater impact on Avg(f1,f2) when it was congruent with
the first choice (top row) than when it was incongruent (bottom row). Talluri et al. [2] suggest that the
first choice introduced an attentional bias (see thought bubbles) such that feature-based attention was
deployed to those directions consistent with that choice. Thus the dots moving towards the attended
directions (consistent) were perceived more saliently (represented as whiter dots) than the dots moving
towards the unattended (inconsistent evidence shown as darker dots). (B) Confirmation bias is the
tendency to overweight the evidence consistent with our belief or hypothesis and underweight the
inconsistent. (C) Schematic showing the estimated Avg(f1,f2) as a function of f2. This function
describes the case in which f1 = 0 so that Stimulus 1 has no systematic impact on Avg(f1,f2). Filled
bands represent variability in the estimation. A choice-induced selective gain modulation causes the
slope of this transfer function to be different for consistent and inconsistent evidence (stimuli f2 > 0 are
consistent with CW choices but inconsistent with CCW). Consequently, the distributions of the
estimated direction of motions for two different f2 are more separable in the consistent than
inconsistent case (inset distributions) as shown in Figure 2F in [2]. (D) In the choice-induced shift
model, the first choice causes a consistent shift in the estimated Avg(f1,f2). Although some subjects
show traces of a shift effect (Figure 2A in [2]), this model cannot explain the increased separability in
the distributions of the estimated Avg(f1,f2) given f2 as shown in (C).

quicker. This is because those neurons in
the visual cortex selective to the attended
color will respond more vigorously when
presented with an object matching that
color [5]. Similarly, neurons in the visual
area V5/MT increase (decrease) the gain
of their response function when their
preferred (anti-preferred) motion direction
is attended [6]. To quantify these
attention-induced changes in response
gain, subjects are cued to direction to
which they should attend. But where is the
attention directed when experimenters do
not cue what to attend? A common
implicit assumption is that, if not
exogenously cued, attention varies

randomly and uniformly from one trial to
the next. Averaging our measurements
over many trials would in principle get rid
of any systematic bias introduced by
selective attention. The new findings of
Talluri et al. [2] might put this assumption
into question (see below).
The relation between choices and
attention has been debated for some
time [7]. A seminal study [8] supporting a
link between perceptual choices and
attention found that, during a disparity
discrimination task, first, neurons
responded more strongly when the
subject’s choice matched their preferred
disparity (a relation termed choice
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probability) and second, the increase in
spiking activity had a time-course
consistent with a top-down signal and
specifically reflected a gain increase, a
signature of feature-based attention. This
finding suggests that, as subjects
accumulate evidence towards one
categorical decision, their attention is
directed towards the incoming
evidence consistent with that decision.
Thus, it is the early evidence which
triggers a gain increase in the response of
consistent neurons, activating a
positive reinforcement feedback that
results in a primacy effect: the early
evidence in the trial has a larger impact on
the decision [9–12]. Both categorical
decisions and selective attention require a
competitive selection. A biologically
inspired model implemented both the
decision dynamics and the top-down
attention-like modulation using the
same winner-take-all dynamics
between neuronal populations, thus
proposing that an attentional bias is
intimately linked to perceptual
selection [10].
Optimal decoding arguments have also
been used, independently of attention, to
explain the existence of perceptual biases
caused by a previous categorical decision
[13]. Participants were asked to make
two consecutive reports on the same
stimulus: first, whether the motion
direction of a random dot stimulus was
clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise
(CCW), and second, an estimation of the
motion direction [13]. Estimated
directions were consistently biased
towards the category of the former
choice. This effect could also be
explained using a Bayesian selfconsistent observer which defined a prior
excluding the directions that were
inconsistent with the former choice [14].
Had subjects made the estimation of
motion direction independently of the
categorical choice, they would have been
more accurate at the cost of sometimes
being inconsistent (for example,
responding CW and then reporting –5o).
Accuracy in these decisions was traded
down to maintain consistency across the
attributes of the same stimulus. But what
are the limits of this type of consistency?
As explained next, revealing experiments
in Talluri et al. [2] suggest that the brain
also seeks for consistency across
different stimuli.
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In the new study, Talluri et al. [2]
convincingly characterize a confirmation
bias in a novel task in which subjects
seek choice consistency across
judgments over independent sources of
evidence; the authors propose a
mechanism, gain modulation via
feature-based selective attention,
underlying this confirmation bias, and
show that the same biasing mechanism
could be at play in high-level nonperceptual tasks.
Talluri et al. [2] first carried out a
perceptual task in which subjects had to
make a CW versus CCW categorical
choice on the motion direction f1 of
Stimulus 1 (Figure 1A center) and then
view Stimulus 2 with direction f2 and
report the average of the two directions
(Avg(f1,f2); Figure 1A, right). Their main
finding was that subjects, when
estimating the average, gave a higher
weight to Stimulus 2 when it was
consistent with the first choice than when
it was inconsistent. This is in a nutshell
the definition of confirmation bias
(Figure 1B).
To illustrate this result, we sketched the
estimate of Avg(f1,f2) that subjects
reported as a function of f2 for the cases
in which the first choice was CW or CCW
(Figure 1C). The slope of these curves
represents the weights of the second
stimulus (higher slope for consistent
stimuli). Talluri et al. [2] made a clever
analysis to uncover the mechanism
underlying the choice-induced bias on
the perception of f2: they computed the
separability of the distributions of the
reported Avg(f1,f2) for two different f2
(see arrows in Figure 1C). As predicted by
a choice-induced gain modulation model,
the distributions were more separable in
the consistent than in the inconsistent
case because the means were further
apart and the variances were smaller
(Figure 1C insets). Importantly this finding
cannot be reproduced by models in which
a shift in Avg(f1,f2) underlies the
confirmation bias [13] (Figure 1D).
Together the new findings of Talluri et al.
[2] provide strong evidence for the
presence of a selective gain modulation,
independently of the presence or absence
of other mechanisms affecting Stimulus 2
(for example, a shift seems at play in some
subjects).
Given that feature-based attention can
cause an increase in the response gain of

those neurons tuned to the attended
motion direction, Talluri et al. [2] suggest
that the ‘‘decision acts like a cue for
selective [feature] attention’’: after a CW
choice, attention is directed to CW
directions (i.e. f2 > 0). The dots in
Stimulus 2 moving with a CW direction
would then elicit a stronger response in
MT neurons and consequently would
have a larger net contribution in the
estimate than the dots moving with a
CCW direction (Figure 1A). Finally, Talluri
et al. [2] showed that the same selective
overweighting of consistent evidence
occurs in a numerical averaging task,
suggesting that perceptual decisions and
high-level judgments might share similar
mechanisms underlying the confirmation
bias.
Talluri et al. [2] have made a very
important contribution to understand
decision biases, but a number of
questions remain open. Although their
analyses reveal the existence of a choiceinduced gain modulation, the relationship
between this ‘perceptual gain’ and the
gain of the response function of sensory
neurons [6,8,9] is far from being
straightforward. Noticeably, the analyses
revealed a concomitant decrease of
perceptual noise for consistent stimuli
(Figure S2A in [2]). This is reminiscent
of the decrease in inter-neuronal
noise correlations caused by
attention, an effect that might dominate
attention-induced perceptual
improvements [15] and that could explain
the increase in accuracy found in
congruent trials [16].
Future work using mechanistic models
should attempt to bridge the gap between
attention-induced changes in neural
populations and the perceptual biases
found in their data. Moreover, consistency
between stimuli 1 and 2 in the design in [2]
could result from requiring subjects to
average them. But was this a necessary
condition to see a choice-induced gain
change on Stimulus 2? Future
experiments should explore the
conditions that define the ‘congruence
window’ and asses whether it could
extend beyond one trial. There is growing
evidence showing that stimulus
perception is attracted towards the stimuli
presented in preceding trials [17] (but see
[18]) and that this bias can be fitted by a
labeled-line model implementing a
gain increase of the tuning curves

centered at the previously reported
stimulus [17], suggestive of feature-based
attention [8].
Understanding if sequential effects are
related to changes in selective attention
will ultimately require linking choice serial
dependencies and the simultaneous
sequential changes in the activity of
sensory neurons, a task which has proven
difficult so far [19]. Is this choice-induced
selective gain categorical or can it be
modulated by, for example, choice
confidence [20]? Would subjects behave
rationally and reverse the ‘sign’ of
attention if external feedback
proved them wrong in their former
decision?
These and other questions are waiting
to be answered. Original contributions like
Talluri et al. [2] are opening new and
exciting lines of research that will
necessitate imaging and physiology
studies, followed by mechanistic
modeling, in order to start teasing apart
the underlying neural mechanisms.
Meanwhile, we will remain attentive to
further progress, but seemingly and
unfortunately, more attentive to those
reports that agree with our current view of
the world.
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Distinct neuronal cell types display phenotypic similarities such as their neurotransmitter identity. Studies
in worms and flies have revealed that this phenotypic convergence can be brought about by distinct
transcription factors regulating the same effector genes in different neuron types.
The phenotypic properties of the very
diverse sets of neuronal cell types in an
adult nervous system are encoded by
the expression of neuron type-specific
gene batteries. These ‘nuts and bolts’
genes, often referred to as terminal
effector genes, code for neurotransmittersynthesizing enzymes or transporters,
neuropeptides, ion channels that set
the resting potential of a neuron,
metabotropic or ionotropic
neurotransmitter receptors and many
other proteins that define the structural
and functional properties of a neuron [1].
What seems at first sight non-intuitive
about such terminal identity features is
the lack of specificity of each individual
component of a given neuron typespecific terminal gene battery. Meaning,
with some extremely rare exceptions
(mostly sensory receptors that perceive

specific sensory modalities), there is
generally no such thing as a terminal
effector gene that is uniquely expressed in
one neuron type, but not in any other
neuron type. Consider neurotransmitter
identity as an example: Very distinct
neuron types utilize the same
neurotransmitter system; that is, the same
enzymes and transporters dedicated to a
specific neurotransmitter system are
expressed in multiple different neuron
types. If most genes are expressed in
several distinct neuron types, how is the
astounding phenotypic complexity in the
nervous system encoded? As illustrated
in Figure 1A, the answer lies in unique
combinatorial patterns of gene
expression, i.e., the neuron type-specific
combinatorial expression of terminal
effector genes defines unique phenotypic
properties. Through such combinatorial
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coding, an almost infinite complexity of
gene expression profiles and hence
neuronal phenotypes can be generated,
at least in theory. A recent study in Cell
by Konstantinides et al. [2] defines such
combinatorial profiles and further
advances our understanding of the
molecular mechanisms that control
neuron type-specific terminal features,
such as neurotransmitter identity.
The question of how the expression of
neuron type-specific gene batteries is
genetically specified has traditionally
been addressed in many different
organisms and several different parts of
the nervous system in what one could call
a ‘cell-centric’ approach: phenotypic
features (both anatomical and molecular)
of specific neuron types were studied by
researchers interested in specific regions
or cell types of the nervous system and

